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Take Home Points

 ASCL is a registry of 600+ (and growing) codes 
used in published astrophysics research

 Inspectable code, enabling reproducability, 
verifyability and transparency of research. 

 Cross-indexed into ADS (online literature search)
 Various ideas how to grow and be more useful to 

just astronomers  
 Unfunded (volunteer work)
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Acronyms

 IAU = International Astronomical Union

 AAS  = American Astronomical Society

 WGAS = Working Group on Astronomical Software

 ADASS = Astronomy Data Analysis Software Systems

 ADS = Astrophysics Data System

 VO = Virtual Observatory

 IVOA = International Virtual Observatory Alliance

 DOI = Digital Object Identifier 



  

now: ASCL (v2)

 Several precursors (incl. ASCL v1) since 1980s
 ASCL v1 in 1991,  ASCL v2 in 2010

 600+ codes, steadily increasing

 Presented/discussed in peer reviewed papers

 Included in ADS (citation index!) since Jan 2012

 Each code unique ID+url (ascl.net/1305.002)
 Blog, Facebook, Google+, Starship Asterisk forum

 BoF / Focus Demo at ADASS/AAS/eScience/...

 Unfunded!

http://ascl.net



  

ASCL growth since restart



  

Use of ASCL over time



  

Impact on the Community

 Coders requesting (or doing it themselves) to 
have their code included

 Authors adding section or appendix to paper to 
have their code included

 Papers citing codes explictly
 ASCL entries in CVs and Google Scholar
 ASCL listed in code documentation
 ASCL index in annual ADASS proceedings



  

future: ASCL (v3)

 Tighter integration with ADS?  (DOI?)

 Journals require code release (Lior et al. 2013)
 Automatically find the code
 Require ”Codes:” next to ”Facilities:” in papers

 Better database  (currently phpBB)
 Code geneology
 Code index (cf. Google Code)        ?code tags?
 Better search

 Archive the codes?
 Testing (VM) centers, cf. sourceforge

 Testbed for CS/SE/iSchool research



  

Facilities:  +  Codes:

 Journals are now accepting a ”Facilities:” list, 
usually between Acknowledgements and 
References.  Codes: seems a natural 
extension.  E.g.:

 Facilities:   VLA, Spitzer (MIPS)
 Codes:      Athena, FLASH V1.6



  

”google” the code

 'google code' was terminated by google
 Too useful?

 Search for:
 Algorithms
 Implementations / Languages
 Authorship
 Software Engineering practices?



  

Preservation?

 Rerun software on older hardware?
 Re-run with the bug, or fix the bug?
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